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ABSTRACT  

In Central Europe, Neolithic farmers had for about four millennia mostly been living in clustered 

villages. They had also settled along lakeshores for more than two thousand years. These villages 

followed, depending on time and culture, basically 5-syntax and 3-syntax recurrent growth patterns, 

when shortly after 2450 BC many of them were abandoned.  

What happened next was a widespread change from clustered settlement configurations to a kind of 1-

syntax farmsteads away from lakes. And with new generations being born and socialised in this 

changed built environment, their space–time–identities started to transform human mindsets.  

The present paper likes to offer an alternative to conventional archaeological approaches. It is less a 

study into urban history but more about prehistoric mindsets and spatial perception. Methodically, the 

paper looks back at a – possibly slightly forgotten – ideographic language of Space Syntax and some 

'clouds of mosquitoes'. Although hardly ever used in archaeology, the relation between X–x–y–Y 

offers the necessary abstraction to connect sites across Europe.  

The changes in people's mindsets, on which this paper will focus, are – from a space syntactical point 

of view – not widely discussed in archaeology. 'Space' was before 2500 BC probably something that 

was not given much thought either – it was just there. However, this widespread new spatial concept, 

symbolic networks spanning half the European Continent and transformed space–time–identities of 

generations changed the way 'space' was looked upon. Together with intellectual insights from a 

developing bronze alloy technology, this altered spatial perception formed the basis of a new 

'European territorial thinking'. 'Space' became a 'commodity' and was essential for the emergence of 

more complex geopolitical forms such as 'chiefdoms' and stepping stone to what we now call 'states'.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

"Ups, sorry!" how often a day does the author of the present paper hear this when people just narrowly

escaped bumping into each other? Peoples only seem to concentrate on their smart phones and appear

to have become completely ignorant of the physical space around them. In their minds, only 'cyber

space' seems to exist and is measured in MBs and not square feet. Peoples quite obviously take open

space for granted and to be kept unobstructed for them to move along. However, the development of

human awareness of physical space and the influence its quality and quantity has on our lives and

societies is an intriguing story.

Today, there are quite a number of spatial entities embedded in our mindsets, which economically,

politically and socially influence our daily lives. Just a glimpse into a news program reveals a few of

them: European Union, NATO, ASEAN or China's 'Belt and Road Initiative' are based on spatial

considerations, not to mention all the states we are identifying ourselves with. However, when looking

back into prehistoric times, in particular the latter did for millennia not yet exist.

To create and maintain complex spatial organisations such as states requires a broad understanding

and reflective perception of physical space – it cannot just be taken for granted. Therefore, this paper

aims to focus on how European prehistoric societies changed their views of space at the end of the

Neolithic, some 4500–4000 years ago.

2. DATASETS AND METHODS

In the very nascent stages of Space Syntax, Bill Hillier and his colleagues devised a simple formula to 

describe the relationship between buildings, additional internal settlement boundaries, the resulting 

open space in a city and its surrounding carrier: X – x – y – Y (Hillier et al., 1976, p.176–77, Fig. 19; 

Hillier and Hanson, 1984, p.78, Fig. 23).  

Figure 1: Eight syntax forms. Examples are inspired by real architecture at Byblos (z1, z5), Çatalhöyük (z2), Tel Tsaf (z4, 

z6), Sha‘ar Hagolan (z6), Greek cities, e.g. Olynthus (z7), and Maasai kraals (z8) (Banning, 2010, p. 52, Fig. 1, reprinted 

with kind permission from Prof. Banning and Paléorient). 

This formula has, to the presenting author's knowledge, never been widely used in prehistoric 

archaeology (exceptions are Banning, 2010; Banning and Byrd, 1989). One of the reasons may be that 

Hillier et al. went on to define a set of eight elementary syntax forms (1-syntax to 8-syntax or z1–z8; 
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Figure 1). They then compared these eight syntaxes with real spatial configurations and finally 

expressed hope "that it might also be possible to associate with the space syntax model a social theory 

of the production and use of space patterns, [...]" (Hillier et al., 1976, p.375). This last step drew 

extremely harsh criticism of the then leading British social anthropologist Edmund Leach, who – quite 

literally – shot the just newly born Space Syntax – together with its creators – to the moon (see string 

of arguments in ibid.; Leach, 1978 and Hillier et al., 1978). However, during his recent works, the 

author of the present paper came to the conclusion that the analysis of spatial configurations and 

recurrent growth patterns in prehistoric settlements can be taken a step further using the abstractions 

of these eight syntax forms as outlined by Hillier and his colleagues. 

Added to this and taking a more 'human' or 'emotional' side into consideration, the present paper also 

borrows from psychology. It uses 'space-time-identity' or 'place-identity' as a kind of vessel in 

prehistoric peoples' minds to transport spatial ideas or understandings of their built environments over 

great distances.  

'Space-time-identity' is a sub-structure of the self-identity of a person, consisting – broadly speaking – 

of cognitions of the physical world the individual lives in. The development of space-time-identity 

begins with earliest processes in the socialization of a child. Some aspects are with the child's 

conscious participation in the learning process, in others, it remains unaware of it. At the core of these 

physical environmental-related cognitions is the 'environmental past' of a person; a past consisting of 

experiencing places, spaces and their properties, which had been instrumental in satisfying the 

person's biological, psychological, social and cultural needs (Proshansky et al., 1983, p.59). Space-

time-identity serves "as a physical environment 'data base' against which every physical setting 

experience can be 'experienced' and responded to in some way. Broadly speaking, what is at stake is 

the well-being of the person." (ibid., p.66). As a person grows older or migrates, he/she is taking this 

cognitive backdrop with him/her. At every new destination or with every new development in an 

environment the person is familiar with, his/her environmental past is put to a test by these new 

situations. 

The application of space-time-identity in prehistoric settlement archaeology can be justified on the 

basis, that these socialization processes are part of a person's survival training and therefore universal. 

To illustrate this, a diachronic comparison shall be added here: the author – and most likely, many of 

the readers – enjoyed traffic instructions from a friendly police officer coming to his kindergarten and 

showing pupils, how to properly cross a road. In the same sense, parents in Neolithic lakeside 

dwellings are very likely to have reminded their children, not to go to close to the edge of an elevated 

walkway for as not to fall into the water. Therefore, the author considers it justified to apply space-

time-identity in prehistoric archaeology. 

And finally, temporal and geographical foci of the present paper will rest on changes between Late 

Neolithic (c. 4th millennium BC) and Early Bronze Age (c. 2100–1500 BC) in Central Europe, with a 

special emphasis of the mid 3rd millennium BC and covering approximately the geographic areas of 

today's Switzerland, Germany and Poland.  

 

3. Results  

From about 4300 BC, peoples in the Circum-alpine region started to build their settlements 

increasingly closer and finally into lakes. Such humid and for human habitation not entirely suitable 

environments not only set challenges to organise space, it provided excellent preservation conditions 

for archaeologists to study prehistoric settlement layouts using Space Syntax. These analysis of spatial 

configurations of pile dwellings from about 3750–2600 BC in the micro-region of Lake Bienne, 

Switzerland revealed significant changes in spatial configurations. 

During the 2nd and 3rd quarter of the 4th millennium BC, settlements in this micro-region revealed 

tightly clustered configurations (Figure 2). Of particular interest is the distribution of open space [y] 

within these settlements. For about 500 years, individually operating households in today's Western 

Switzerland and Jura Region preferred to occupy a main building and a smaller auxiliary economy 

structure with an open space in between. Thus, these settlements followed an idealised 

(XX o y) or 5-syntax recurrent growth pattern. (1) 
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Figure 2: Settlement configurations and idealised recurrent growth processes in lakeside dwellings around Lake Bienne, 

Switzerland during Late Neolithic. 

In the last quarter of the 4th millennium BC and under the influence of westward expanding 'Horgen 

Culture' (c. 3400/3300–2800 BC), building sizes changed to very uniformly built houses, arranged in 

almost chess board style configurations. These houses often led onto only very narrow lanes, hardly 
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suitable for human interaction. During the early stages of Horgen Culture, many settlements expanded 

according to  

(Xy) or 3-syntax growth patterns. (2) 

However, in the later stages of this culture (c. 2900–2700 BC), an accelerated reduction of open space 

can be noted. During this period, open space available for movement and human interaction was in 

many lakeside dwellings reduced to one single elevated walkway linking them to the shore line. In 

total, the amount of available open space in pile dwellings had in Late Neolithic been reduced from 

(XX o y)1–(XX o y)n or 

"Every pair of primary cells [XX1–n] encloses its own open space 

[y]." 

(3) 

to 

(X1–Xn)ywalkway or 

"All primary cells [X1–Xn] lead to the shared open space of one 

single elevated walkway [ywalkway]." 

(4) 

Such drastic reduction to a single open space [ywalkway], which had to be shared by all inhabitants, 

indicates that social control may have gradually increased at the beginning of the 3rd millennium BC 

and may even point towards allocentrism. This assumption of local communities having become more 

tight-fit is also reflected in the way they buried their dead. 

The construction of collective graves saw in Western Europe a peak between 3300 and 2800 BC. 

There are several hundred passage graves and dolmens in the Paris Region alone. Detailed analysis 

into the way the deceased were laid to rest and where grave goods were deposited revealed interesting 

changes (Salanova and Heyd, 2007). At first, grave goods, such as pottery vessels and flint stone 

implements, were all deposited near the entrance to these graves, while the deceased were laid to rest 

in the communal grave chamber (Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3: Spatial developments within collective graves (based on Salanova and Heyd, 2007, p.474, Fig. 3). 
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These arrangements constituted 1-syntax configurations, where – with all due respect to the deceased 

– their decaying bodies represented 'least objects' of 'open disks' put onto the carrier space of the grave 

chamber. Equal treatment of bodies within the communal grave chamber and collective deposition of 

grave goods, all enclosed by a single 'shell' of the burial mount demonstrated unity among the 

members of these communities. However, from 2700 BC onwards things started to change within 

these graves. Grave goods were now gradually placed nearer to the deceased themselves. From a 

space syntactical perspective, arrangements within grave chambers developed from 1-syntax ('cloud 

of mosquitos') to 3-syntax [Xy] with a combination of body and assigned grave goods. Space within 

grave chambers therefore became in the widest sense 'personalized' with a kind of 'neighbourhood' 

being created around the deceased. In these changes, neither the person laid to rest [X], nor assigned 

grave goods [y] played an active role. Creating links between them was entirely done by the 

descendants. This indicates that mindsets started to change within communities with an obvious desire 

to mark differences among persons. At first, this tendency was only noticeable for insiders, who took 

part in the funeral, while for a stranger these graves still represented unity of a group.  

About the same time, new burial customs of single inhumations advanced towards West. These were 

the result of a large number of migrants from the East. The admixture of 'Yamnaya people' from the 

Pontic Steppes not only led to permanent alterations in the genetic fingerprint of Europeans (Haak et 

al., 2015; Kristiansen et al., 2017), it also resulted in the emergence of the 'Corded Ware Culture' (c. 

2900–2350 BC), the first of the 'beaker cultures', and their stereotype gender-specific burials in single 

graves.  

These single graves are seen as expressions of 'increased individualism'. There configuration is a [x o 

(Xy)] or 3-syntax form, where the grave-pit, as clearly visible demarcation [x], further underlined the 

combination of deceased [X] and accompanying grave goods [y]. However, the interpretation of 

'individualism' has to be taken cum grano salis since 'space-time-identity' of these people from the 

East was very different. They descended from migrating cattle herders, leading very mobile lives. 

There built environment can be described as very fleeting 1-syntax in which their movable 

homesteads were the 'least objects'. From all of this, their understanding of 'space' and 

'neighbourhood' is likely to have differed remarkably from the ones of locals. However, their mindsets 

started to influence life in the West. 

At first, spatial configurations of settlements did not respond to this trend of increased individualism. 

Even though a kind of 'reset' back from stringent [(X1–Xn)ywalkway] to more open 3-syntax forms 

[(Xy)1–(Xy)n] can be observed, lakeside dwellings basically remained tightly clustered (Spring, 2017, 

p.114.9). However, remarkable spatial changes happened in the Circum-alpine region shortly after 

2450 BC, when many lakeside settlements were abandoned.  

It was the beginning of the 'Bell Beaker Culture' (c. 2800–1800 BC). Prominent feature of this period 

is the apparent lack of any habitation, although thousands of their burials in stereotype gender-specific 

flexed positions have been excavated (differences in burial practices between Corded Ware and Bell 

Beaker cultures are illustrated in Spring, 2017, p.114.9, Figure 7). This discrepancy between known 

burials and settlements initially led to the assumption of a migrating population, for which the term 

'ein reisig Volk von Bogenschützen' (German: 'a migrating folk of archers') was coined. However, 

research of archaeo-botanists started contradicting to such ideas. More and more data became 

available, pointing to continuing agricultural activities by sedentary farmers away from lake shores. 

But it was not until the late 1990s when the first Bell Beaker settlements came to light. 

One of the few completely excavated Bell Beaker settlements was Cortaillod-sur-les-Rochettes, Est, 

Switzerland (Figure 4). It consisted of a handful of parallel standing rectangular buildings. The most 

apparent changes to the settlements discussed above (Figure 2), were the now much greater distances 

between houses. Measured the narrow lanes in previous settlements in many cases less than 2m, 

buildings here were arranged at distances from 10–15m or between 1–1½ house lengths. However, 

what puzzled archaeologists most, was the observation, that in this case houses 4 and 5 were rebuilt as 

no. 6 respectively 7 on the very same spot as their predecessors. This occurred, although no spatial 

restraint forced the local community to do so (von Burg, 2002, p.53–4). 
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Figure 4: Bell Beaker settlement of Cortaillod-sur-les-Rochettes, Est (based on von Burg, 2002, p.52, Abb. 60). 

Gradually, more settlements attributable to Bell Beaker Culture were partly or entirely excavated. 

Sites like Klobikau, Saxony-Anhalt, Germany (Balfanz et al., 2015) or Castenaso, Italy (Cadeddu et 

al., 2011) all revealed configurations with lots of open spaces between buildings. Therefore, it seems 

more appropriate to talk of 'scattered settlements' or even 'single farmsteads' than of clustered 

settlements. In this light, von Burg's questioning about the reasons for respecting this apparent void 

between buildings may be more and possibly holds a key for better understanding Bell Beaker Culture 

as a whole. 

In Space Syntax, the relation between objects placed on the carrier space is described by the terms 

'neighbourhood' and 'betweenness' (Hillier et al., 1976, p.353). The first term 'neighbourhood' simply 

results from placing a finite object onto the carrier space [Y], which creates a finite subspace with a 

hole, called its 'neighbourhood' (ibid., p.351). To some extent, this definition may pose 

interpretational problems as its outer extent has never been completely clarified. However, it soon 

becomes clear, that, despite this open question, it will in the present context not have any limiting 

effect. 'Betweenness', on the other hand, is defined as 

"[...] a relation dependent on two objects having a spatial relation to each other. [...] If two 

objects are placed in the carrier space, sufficiently closed for their neighbourhood to overlap, 

then there will be a subspace of the carrier space which is common to neighbourhoods of 

both." (ibid., p.353) 

and is illustrated in Figure 5, left. 

 

Figure 5: Object, neighbourhood and 'betweenness'. 

However, with Space Syntax further developing, the term 'betweenness' seems somehow to have 

become a bit forgotten. Space Syntax glossary only mentions 'betweenness-centrality', which is 

different and defines "a measure for quantifying the probability that a street segment falls on a 
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randomly selected shortest path linking any pair of segments" and is "mathematically [...] effectively 

the same as the space syntax measure of choice" (http://otp.spacesyntax.net/glossary). Instead, the 

present paper solely refers to the original definition of 'betweenness' quoted above.  

At first, this seemingly unclear extent of 'neighbourhood' caused the author of the present paper 

problems in abstracting Bell Beaker settlements in their apparently wide-spread configuration of 

single farmsteads. Unsolved is further the question, from which density of objects placed onto the 

carrier space [Y], the space between them turns into a grid [y] (Figure 5, right). This may not pose 

particular problems when investigating modern cities with grids consisting of well defined streets, but 

it causes in archaeology discussions when analysing 'open villages' which were not delimited by 

fences or palisades (e.g. Ferguson, 1996, p.16). However, what actually happened about 4500 years 

ago was in fact the opposite, a disentanglement of the 'neighbourhoods' of two objects.  

From afar, the widespread Bell Beaker configuration of single farmsteads dotted over the carrier space 

[Y] is a 1-syntax (z1) arrangement. Its objects are discontinuous d-objects of 'closed disks' containing 

nothing within their boundary (Hillier et al., 1976, p.365). However, all these d-objects have their own 

'neighbourhood'. The 'neighbourhood' [y] of Bell Beaker houses [X] placed randomly on the carrier 

space [Y] are 'open rings'. As such, they are finite towards the d-object of the building [X] they 

surround but have no clear limits towards the carrier space [Y]. This can be illustrated with a series of 

leaking water buckets placed onto the carrier space (Figure 6). These buckets are d-objects with clear 

dimensions, while water leaking from them will wet the surface around them. The wet area constitutes 

the buckets' 'neighbourhood' [y], although it may at times be impossible to tell how far the surface 

around it might have become wet and therefore difficult to differentiate the 'neighbourhood' [y] from 

the carrier space [Y]. 

 

Figure 6: Figurative illustration of a Bell Beaker settlement syntax. 

This comparison also allows, as simple as this configuration may appear, to have a look at its global 

and local syntactic path structures (Figure 6). On a global level, these 'open rings' of 'neighbourhoods' 

form a 1-syntactic path-structure of a net or network. On a very local scale, they are 2-syntactic path-

structures leaving the wetted area at intervals into the buckets, where they meet 'dead ends' (ibid., 

p.351, 361 and 372, Fig. 19, 2E). These local path-structures are in fact the holes through which, in 

this comparison, water is seeping out of the buckets onto the open spaces causing a wet area around 

them. 

It may appear exaggerated to look in such detail into a rather banal configuration. Reason for doing so 

lays in the fact that these described combinations of Bell Beaker buildings [X] and their surrounding 

'neighbourhoods' [y] form grids. It is true, in comparison to most configurations investigated by Space 

Syntax, these are most basic ones. However, also they follow the 'Law of Natural Movement' and 

generate movements (Hillier et al., 1993). Added to this, the relationship of [X] and [y] is the local 

invariant order which is the necessary foundation of the global structure (Hillier, 2007, p.277–78).  

Also from an archaeological point of view there are arguments for assuming the existence of a 

'neighbourhood' around Bell Beaker houses, although it might be argued, that this path touches 

'semantics' rather than sticking to 'syntax'. Archaeologists are talking of a so-called 'Bell Beaker 

Package', a set of typical cultural features such their eponymous bell-shaped beakers, typical dresses 

as well as stereotype gender-specific burials. Furthermore, bows and arrows as grave goods 
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distinguished a particular social class of males. The importance of these typical distance weapons in 

Bell Beaker society is no better demonstrated than by the burial of a 5–7 year-old boy in grave 1, 

Landau–Südost, Germany. Although the child was still far too small to use it, the boy was laid to rest 

with a bow fit for an adult (Heyd, 2007, p.352–54). While previous Corded Ware Culture and later 

Early Bronze had battle axes respectively bronze daggers for closed combat, Bell Beaker Culture 

clearly emphasised bow and arrow to keep potential adversaries already over greater distances at bay. 

To sum up these points, the spatial configuration of Bell Beaker settlements should therefore, in more 

details, be abstracted as: 

Y o (y o X) 1-n  or 

"The carrier space [Y] contains a number [1–n] of open spaces [y], 

which each one contains the primary cell [X] of a single 

farmstead." 

(5) 

However, these 'primary cells' [X] of single farmsteads may have consisted of more than one building. 

In some sites there are traces of a main habitation and additional smaller auxiliary buildings, covered 

work places or freestanding ovens (Endrődi and Remény, 2016, p.71–3). The term 'primary cell' may 

therefore better be understood in social terms as 'nuclear family'. From here, the abstraction [Y o (y o 

X)1-n], as outlined in formula (5), can then be taken one step further. Ignoring phenotypical aspects of 

regional Bell Beaker groups and instead employing abstractions developed by Space Syntax may 

enable archaeologists to link different Bell Beaker hot spots across Europe. 

The spatial distribution of groups belonging to 'Bell Beaker Culture' covered wide parts of Europe. 

This culture basically extended on the European Continent from the Iberian Peninsula right to the 

Polish Low Lands. In most of these areas, Bell Beaker peoples showed in their choice of settlement 

locations a remarkable preference for any kind of linear demarcation. They built their single farmstead 

along coast lines, river banks, ridges or terrace edges. Furthermore, this apparent cultural emphasis of 

'linearity' or 'sequence' in the widest sense is also reflected in how Bell Beaker people arranged their 

graves. It finds its expressions in small cemeteries from Germany (e.g. Esting–Olching and 

Aiterhofen; Kehl 2016, 142, Abb. 2) to the Polish Low Lands (Makarowicz, 2015, p.22), where 

graves were often arranged in long lines. However, even though potential settlement locations often 

did not reveal much more than some unspecific pits, such spatial arrangements along linear 

demarcations resulted in most integrated axial lines inevitably being generated along these linear 

elements. As a result, and unlike clustered settlements, most movement was generated parallel to 

habitation structures or graves, an observation which will be further discussed at a later stage.  

Based on the above discussed mental aspects of space-time-identity and the possibility to abstract 

spatial configurations using Space Syntax, the author of the present paper would like to bring forward 

an archaeologically novel approach. Aim is to link seemingly incompatible ends in the wide 

geographical distribution of Bell Beaker Culture and to look for possible explanations of why it 

spread so fast over such great distances (Figure 7). 

As mentioned above, during Corded Ware Culture (c. 2900–2350 BC), settlement configurations in 

the Circum-alpine region seemed to have undergone some kind of 'spatial reset' into 3-syntax or [Xy] 

arrangements with less spatial control. However, settlements such as Zurich–Mozartstrasse still 

revealed clustered layouts (Figure 7a). Although many of these dwellings had only a relative short live 

span due to very high fire hazards with open heard in wooden houses, they still allowed – on a 

mental/emotional level – for relatively long-term stable neighbourhood-relationships among their 

inhabitants to develop. On the other hand, such clustered configurations did not leave much room for 

inhabitants to express any kind of 'individuality' as it was – at least partly – possible through their 

gender-specific burials. 

In more eastern areas, such as today's Poland, the situation was very different and seemingly 

incompatible with the Circum-alpine region. Spatial configurations of almost village-like settlements 

appeared in Poland with the 'Linear Pottery Culture' (c. 5500–4500 BC), as the earliest agrarians in 

Europe, but had gradually eroded during the Neolithic. In particular, habitations of Corded Ware 

Culture (c. 2900–2350 BC) did not leave many traces. After the abovementioned admixture of 

migrants from further East, which was only one part of a long-term and incremental build-up between 

steppe and temperate European populations that had started centuries before (Heyd, 2016), peoples 
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had become very mobile (Figure 7b). They did by no means return to migratory lives of hunter-

gatherers, but their settlements became more fleeting and are often described as "camps" (Czebreszuk 

and Szmyt, 2008, p.222). As a consequence, highly mobile peoples in – what may be called e.g. 

'mobility cycles' – are very likely to have developed a space-time-identity fundamentally different 

from those living in tightly clustered settlements in the West. 

The first to reverse this trend were settlements attributable to Bell Beaker-Iwno Culture in late 3rd 

millennium BC. This culture very slowly returned to more stable settlements. Structural remains, as 

household pits and postholes became archaeologically again much better identifiable. And finally, 

micro regions were used on a permanent basis (ibid., p.231). 

 

Figure 7: Model for a developing 'Bell Beaker mindset'. 

What happened during the formation phases of Bell Beaker Culture in East and West seems at first to 

be incompatible. In the Circum-alpine region, clustered settlements were abandoned and single 

farmsteads founded instead. In the East, the first more stable settlements appeared after a phase of 

high mobility (Figure 7c). However, this is space syntactically actually the same process but 
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approached from opposite sides. What happened in the East and the Circum-alpine region – which 

both belongs culturally to the 'Bell Beaker East Group' – can, in the widest sense and despite a 

remaining high mobility, be described as the association of small social groups to particular physical 

spaces dotted across the carrier space. However, it was far more than an attachment of an [X] to a [y] 

in a [Y o (y o X)1-n]-configuration described above. 

With the emergence of Bell Beaker Culture, single farmsteads started to spread over great distances, 

creating a network. As new generations were born, they were socialised in this new spatial 

configuration (Figure 7d). They learned about various symbols and rituals through which their 

farmsteads were interconnected, bridging spaces between them as outlined by Elman Service (1971). 

As generations passed, these peoples developed a 'Bell-Beaker-space-time-identity', based on these 

processes and their widely scattered farmsteads. Among others, identification with e.g. "our network" 

may have played a crucial part in their thinking (Figure 7e). Still, these wide-spread farmsteads 

opened other possibilities for their inhabitants previously unknown in clustered settlements. 

 

Figure 8: Visual impressions of a prehistoric observer walking past two different settlements. 
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Archaeological literature discusses advantages and disadvantages of such wide-spanning networks. 

Often, advantages in bridging distances are mentioned. This is, however, rather the perspective of the 

abstract entity 'network' itself than possible views from agents settling on these network knots. Here, 

Mumford's 1937 interpretation of cities may provide some argument from a spatial point of view. 

Mumford pointed out, that a city is "a theater of social action, [...], a city creates the theater and is the 

theater" (1937, p.93). Following his argument, buildings themselves could be regarded as stages. And 

dramas, comedies, etc. played in and around them would communicate a rich variety of messages to 

spectators. However, precondition for any message to be passed from a sending person to any 

potential receiver – as for any human interaction – is awareness of co-presence. To practically analyse 

the influence of configurations on such communications, a prehistoric observer is let walking past 

these settlements. It is than recorded, what he/she may have seen. As arbitrary path a straight line is 

chosen in about 30–50 m distance from two prehistoric settlements (Figure 8). This distance was 

approximately the deadly range of composite bows used during these times. Recorded is which 

percentage of the human visual field was occupied by any sighted object at any given time, while the 

observer was walking along this path at a constant speed. Such approach could be compared with 

looking out of the window while sitting in a train and bus. In the open landscape it may be possible to 

distinguish different buildings, while this may be impossible when driving through a city.  

 

The comparison of visual impressions generated by spatial configurations reveals clear differences 

between Zurich–Mozartstrasse, a clustered settlement of the Corded Ware Culture (2605–2598 BC) 

and a stretch with free-standing single Bell Beaker farmsteads near Klobikau, Saxony-Anhalt, 

Germany (c. mid 24th–mid 23rd century BC; Balfanz et al., 2015).  

A prehistoric observer could hardly tell buildings apart, when walking past clustered Zurich–

Mozartstrasse (Figure 8, top). Houses in this tight spatial arrangement, came in quick succession into 

his/her visual field. Some could be seen repeatedly and from different angles, while others could not 

be seen at all. In this example, two of the four small structures in the centre, which are suspected to 

have been of particular social importance, were actually hidden from view at all times. On the other 

hand, the free standing Bell Beaker houses or single farmsteads near Klobikau could far better be 

distinguished from one another (Figure 8, bottom). Distances between them ranged from 18–440 m or 

up 27 times their building lengths. Thus, with buildings generally regarded as means of non-verbal 

communication, their inhabitants – or 'actors on these stages' – were far better placed to convey 

specific messages, such as e.g. "look, I am/we are here and I am/we are part of the Bell Beaker 

network" than they would have been in densely clustered Zurich–Mozartstrasse two centuries earlier.  

This comparison illustrates, that investing in space not only allowed Bell Beaker people to span their 

network over vast distances across Europe. More importantly, it seems to also have – at least partially 

– responded to taking the above discussed latent desire to express 'individuality' a step further. The 

possibility to be distinguished as individual households allowed agents in these single farmsteads to 

express themselves much better, a) as 'individuals' and b) as member of this network, than it would 

ever have been possible within a clustered settlement. Such prospects may have been incentives to 

join this Bell Beaker network and therefore could provide an answer to why it spread so quickly and 

far across Europe.  

In archaeology, discussions about the origin, directions of proliferation and not the least about the 

nature of 'Bell Beaker Culture' itself have been ongoing for more than half a century. In particular, 

questions about the actual nature of this cultural expression resulted in many archaeologists preferring 

to call it 'Bell Beaker Phenomenon', since it revealed numerous features pointing to an ideology, 

rather than of a culture. On the other hand, undisputed is its fast and wide spread across Europe, as 

well as these peoples displaying a high regard for cattle and horses. However, not much focus has 

been placed on the 'canvas' of these movements itself: space. 'Space' in archaeological contexts most 

commonly appears in form of 'finds distribution maps', geographical illustrations of how particular 

objects/features had spread. What is somehow missing is the fact that in a peripatetic world, peoples 

themselves had to move to transport goods and ideas. And as a result, they were perceiving and 

experiencing space.  

The described advantages of the Bell Beaker network to allow people dwelling on its knots to see and 

be seen could in the widest sense be compared with 'the logic of the mannequin' (Koch, 2012), not the 

least because also Bell Beaker people were wearing distinctive dresses as depicted on human stelae in 

Sion–Petit Chasseur, Switzerland. In such comparison, the mentioned single farmsteads would then 
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form 'shop windows' in which a display of mannequin and other desirable goods were arranged. This 

could imbue a beholder to imagine himself/herself in the role of the mannequin wearing these cloths 

and carrying such goods. Furthermore, as outlined above, Bell Beaker farmsteads were preferably 

built along linear demarcations such as rivers or terrace edges. Such spatial configurations resulted in 

most integrated axial lines running alongside these habitations. Following the 'Law of natural 

movement', these axial lines generated movements past these Bell Beaker habitations, just like 

pavements do along a commercial building with shop windows. The only difference to the 

commercial world would have been that there was no competition among different shops touting for 

customers. All 'Bell Beaker shop windows' displayed the same, standardised 'goods' as e.g. beakers, 

specific dresses and 'prestige goods' such as bows and arrows for men. And, if each of them could win 

over only one new 'customer' – or better 'Bell Beaker follower' – who, in turn, eventually became a 

'shop window' himself/herself, resulted in an exponential spread of the 'Bell Beaker Phenomenon'. 

Another paper, recently published by Alan Penn, discussed configurations of cities as maps and basis 

for exosomatic memory, shared cognition and a possible mechanism to account for social evolution 

(2018). In it, he described the 'Anatolian discovery', effects the construction of walls, enclosures and 

the first densely clustered settlements had on the shared cognitive capacity of communities, allowing 

them to act, from a cognitive perspective, as if a single organism. This, in a sense, could be considered 

'the birth of a city's double-interface-function', its function as 'inhabitant-inhabitant-' as well as 

'inhabitant-stranger-interface' (Hillier and Hanson, 1984, p.95–6). In terms of driving forces behind 

these developments, Penn referred to Jane Jacobs, who suggested trade as possible reason (1969). 

However, developments of prehistoric settlements in Western Europe took a different path. The local 

emergence of longhouses of 'Linear Pottery Culture' (c. 5500–4500 BC), with their autonomous 

households, was followed by social tendencies which on one hand resulted in earthworks structuring 

space (e.g. 'Michelsberg Culture', c. 4400–3500 BC), as well as rather mobile settlement systems 

(Müller, 2010). Very densely clustered settlements like e.g. Anatolian Çatal Höyük or Aşikli Höyük, 

layers 2A–C (Penn, 2018, p.167, Figure 2) are basically unknown in Western Europe (Müller, 2010, 

p.250, illustration without number). Despite this, also here emerged trade networks and specialised 

settlements (e.g. Alleshausen–Grundwiesen, Germany, 3020–2700 BCcal, known for its flax 

production; Maier and Vogt, 2004, p.105–106, 123). These contrasts and discussed changes during 

emerging Bell Beaker Culture are therefore of particular interest. 

 

Alan Penn pointed out that awareness and enclosure were in tension to one another. He referred to Bill 

Hillier, who illustrated that the far corner of a room may command the best visual surveillance, while 

the central area was closest to all other locations (1996, pp. 339ff.). Penn than described architecture 

of urban space as, being able to perform in diametrically opposite ways, simultaneously generating 

and conserving social forms (2018, p.174). However, with not much built structures in this Bell 

Beaker network, the whole of it would have to be understood as one 'urban structure' or 'room'. From 

the view of other cultural groups, such as e.g. Corded Ware Culture, who initially co-existed along 

Bell Beaker Culture, the described 'moving out of clustered settlements' or leaving this 'migratory 

cycle' can then be seen as 'moving to the far corner of the room', which could metrically be just a few 

kilometres. While for a Bell Beaker person, the 'middle of the room' was his farmstead. And, being 

part of the same network, a glimpse to one of his fellow Bell Beaker neighbours, he/she still saw 'the 

middle of the room'. Thus, this 'room' spanned vast parts of the European continent further influencing 

a 'Bell Beaker space-time-identity'. The assumption of such shared spatial perception is 

archaeologically underlined by a relatively high mobility of Bell Beaker people. One example is the 

so-called 'Amesbury Archer', a male burial in Amesbury near Stonehenge dating between 2450 and 

2300 BC. He was nicknamed 'archer' because of 16 barbed flint-stone arrowheads he had in his grave. 

However, Strontium-Isotope-Analysis of his tooth amalgam showed that he lived as a child in the 

Alps region hundreds of miles away (Fitzpatrick, 2011). 

This Bell Beaker network had another spatial advantage: It formed a net and not (yet) a grid. 

Previously, the question was posed of when a number of objects placed on the carrier space formed a 

grid in between them. At this point, it is suggested that a grid is formed when additional objects can 

only be placed towards the periphery and not in the centre of a cluster. In case of the Bell Beaker 

network, it could still extend in all directions; therefore it held – for a prehistoric environment – an 

almost infinite potential. 

Leaving his/her place of origin may for a Bell Beaker person, with support of fellow members living 

on the knots of this network and familiar with symbols and rituals, still have been moving 'inside the 

room', possibly appeasing some aspects of his/her environmental past. In a sense, some of our present 
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day's travelling habits are not that different. We may experience accustomed familiarities, such as 

uniforms of the cabin crew or the interior of an airplane, while flying from one continent to another. 

And our environmental past is appeased, as long as the reality in the tropical resort matches our past 

spatial experience while having studied holiday brochures. However, not all in this network was as 

stable as it seems. 

In their discussion of 1-syntax-systems, Hillier et al. referred to American anthropologist Elman 

Service, who wrote that "the less space physically integrates the society, the more integration depends 

on a global social model of a nonphysical (that is symbolic) kind" (1976, p.377). In this Bell Beaker 

network, drinking rituals played a crucial part, as their eponymous bell-shaped beakers indicate. 

While heavily investing in open spaces brought advantages for the expansion of the network, 

maintaining cohesive effects of symbols and rituals became imperative. With drinking rituals being 

performed and beakers even given into the afterlife, the symbolic value of Bell Beakers was of 

particular importance for the vitality of this network. As a consequence, in moments of stagnation or 

crises their shapes and decorative patterns were renewed. 

 

Figure 9: Development and changes of Bell Beaker shapes and decorative patterns. The bold dashed curve represents 

the estimated cultural development through time, calculated with a locally weighted prediction algorithm, accompanied 

by the 1 σ range of this prediction algorithm. The dark shaded area is a representation of the steepness of this curve and 

thereby of the speed of innovation in different times. A regular pattern of faster and slower stylistic development 

becomes evident (increase, decrease and cessation; based on Müller et al. 2015, 65, Fig. 6.7; Müller, 2002). 

Multivariate analysis of the development in beaker forms and decorations in the 'Rhine-Main-Neckar 

Bell Beaker Group' in southern Germany revealed, how unstable this symbolic network actually was 

(Figure 9, bottom). The study identified three phases (2600–2380, 2330–2230 and 2200–2000 BC) of 

increased stylistic development (lightly shaded). In a non-literate society, approximately 4–8 

generations of more or less unchanged memory transmission seem to guarantee the prerequisites for 

the transmission of ideological basics within an unaltered societal background. Any negative 

interference over the course of generations made it necessary for a society to regenerate itself. Müller 
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et al. considered this Bell Beaker network "as a spatial link between different societies and not so 

much as a new quality of stratification within regional societies". Therefore, these lightly shaded 

phases in Figure 9 led them to conclude, that Bell Beaker "societies in Central Europe must still be 

considered to have been organised in dramatically unstable conditions: Probably the limitation of 

ideological transmissions over time limited the development of stable political institutions." (Müller et 

al., 2015, p.66).  

Background of these changes was important technological developments (Figure 9, top). Around 2750 

BC, first copper objects appeared in the Ore Mountain region (Germany/Czech Republic) with more 

than 1% tin content. Their numbers increased after 2500 BC, which indicates either the exploitation of 

arsenic copper sources or the beginning of intentional experiments with copper-tin-alloys. However 

tin variability remained high until about 2300 BC, when it slowly began to level at a still today used 

5–10% copper. In these technological advances played the British Isles and in particular the 'Únětice 

influence sphere' in today's Bohemia a leading role. The latter is known for complex cast bronze 

objects, such as halberds and daggers. Finally, these developments led to emerging Early Bronze Age 

beginning between c. 2200 and 2000 BC (Müller, 2002, p.276).  

Whether as a result of new opportunities this emerging Bronze technology offered or due to its own 

internal shortcomings, the discribed Bell Beaker network started to disintegrate in the last quarter of 

the 3rd millennium BC. And with a society having invested that much in open space to build up its 

network, this had far-reaching consequences for the inhabitants of these single farmsteads (Figure 10, 

top). 

 

Figure 10: From Bell Beaker network to 'heterarchy'.  

Dwindling influences of the Bell Beaker network and diminishing support being available from it are 

likely to have provoked different reactions (Figure 10, bottom). Some agents may have seen new 
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opportunities and welcomed these changes. Others may have become frustrated. Some farmsteads 

may also have ceased to exist since their inhabitants moved out or had passed away. No matter how 

quickly and to which degree this Bell Beaker network decayed, what remained were the primary cells 

[X] of these widely scattered farmsteads and their surrounding neighbourhood [y]. These [X]s and 

[y]s actually formed the basis for each nuclear family's survival. They were the primary assets, each 

single farmstead had at its disposal, providing all daily necessities such as lodging, water, food and 

fuel. On the other hand, with the previously valid prospect of being born into a particular social class 

and therefore being eligible of receiving support from the network now also decreasing, manpower 

was no longer guaranteed. It basically came from the inhabitants of these single farmsteads 

themselves, depending on their physical and intellectual abilities, but not necessarily from the 

decaying cultural network. With the Bell Beaker network breaking up and actors forced to respond 

individually, social organisations formed at one point parallel-structured 'heterarchies' rather than 

vertically-scaled entities. Therefore, it comes to no surprise that social roles of family members, in 

particular those of children, also changed during this phase.  

Cemeteries dated to the transition between Bell Beaker Culture and Early Bronze Age (c. 1st half of 

2nd millennium BC) revealed clear changes. Although peoples in some regions were still laid to rest 

in flexed positions, burials started to be arranged in family groups (e.g. in Singen, Nordstadtterrasse, 

Germany, c. 2150 BC; Krause, 1988; Stockhammer et al., 2015). Added to this, graves of younger 

adults were increasingly equipped with more lavished grave goods, indicating that they now took a 

leading role in society. In a still functioning Bell Beaker network, it may even for a juvenile have been 

possible – probably with help of adults – to bridge time until his/her coming to age and taking the 

designated stand in live. Without it, only adults, physically capable of managing these farmsteads, 

could face such an unstable environment. 

Apart from these social changes, there was 'a string attached' to these technological developments: 

Copper and – much more so – tin were not readily available 'at every street corner'. Some areas, like 

Ore Mountains along the border between present day Germany and Czech Republic, were lucky and 

had both metals. Prehistoric tin also came from the Iberian Peninsula, Brittany and Cornwall. The 

latter e.g. provided tin and gold for the well-known 'Nebra Sky Disk' (Haustein et al., 2010). Others, 

such as e.g. Switzerland, only later exploited more limited Alpine copper sources.  

Knowledge about the scarcity of these two metals had two final consequences: First, alternatives, such 

as arsenic-copper varieties, were exploited in different areas, but proofed unsuitable. Up to this 

moment, this problem had not been pressing, as raw material for stone tools could be found almost 

everywhere, although preferred stones had been traded over great distances before. However, limited 

availability of copper and tin led to a kind of re-evaluation of space. Space itself started to become 

more than the foundation for human habitations or providing soil for agriculture. It could hold highly 

sought after commodities, for which there were no alternatives. For the ones, who settled on 'space' 

with copper and tin resources, it was a 'preferred membership card' for a new emerging trade network. 

For others with no such tokens but settling on strategic locations, space enabled them to control the 

flow of these prized commodities. Therefore, at the beginning of the 2nd millennium BC, 'space' no 

longer just provided water, food and fuel: it ensured power! Space itself had in Europe become a 

'commodity'! 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

The present paper first outlined developments in spatial configurations of pile dwellings in the 

Circum-alpine region during Late Neolithic from c. 3700–2400 BC. It focused on open spaces within 

these settlements, which gradually decreased, indicating stronger social control at around 2800 BC. Of 

particular interest were changes at the transition from Corded Ware Culture to Bell Beaker Culture 

shortly after mid 25th century BC, when many of the previously preferred clustered settlements were 

abandoned in favour of free-standing single farmsteads. These were typical for Bell Beaker Culture (c. 

2800–1800 BC) spanning across Europe. 

The paper than had a closer look into the syntax of these single farmsteads and illustrated that the 

'neighbourhood' around them was important for Bell Beaker peoples. Their wide-spanning network 

not only provided the spatial basis for them to distinguish themselves from other cultural groups. 

Possibly more important, it was the 'stage' on which they played their roles in this cultural expression, 

which in turn heavily relied on rituals and symbols to bridge vast open spaces between the knots of 

this network. 
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However, as advantageous as open space for this Bell Beaker network may have been to span across 

Europe, it became a boomerang when it started to disintegrate just before 2000 BC. Without their 

bonding symbols and rituals, inhabitants of these single farmsteads found themselves increasingly 

acting alone. At the same time, peoples were confronted with an emerging Bronze alloy technology. 

On the one hand, this provided the prospect of new tools and networks. On the other side, scarcity and 

spatial limitedness of copper and tin across Europe provoked fundamental changes in spatial 

perception. 'Space' was no longer 'just being there', it could provide resources for which there were no 

alternatives and it could ensure power to control their flow: 'Space' itself had become a desirable 

'commodity'. 

Such changed and augmented spatial awareness eventually played a vital role in the development of 

greater economical and political entities such as 'chiefdoms' and later 'states'. As a consequence, and 

because 'space' is a non-moveable commodity, the emerging desire to posses its resources or to 

control access to space left people no other choice than to stay: It lead to the 'domestication' of 

humans in Europe! 

The present paper looked at an important phase of European prehistory from a space syntactical 

perspective with many questions still remaining. However, from an archaeological point of view, the 

author of the present paper strongly suggests that 'space' has to be included into the so-called 'Bell 

Beaker Package'. 
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